
 
 

 

 



Kilter & Aurora Climbing Light Up Training Board 
 
OVERVIEW  The Kilter Board System is a new training board system with holds that light up around the edges 
to show the climber which holds are part of the boulder problem they are climbing. There are multiple sizes of 
board and the companion app can be used on three sizes at different angles, so you can make an adjustable 
or fixed board and still use the app. There will be at least two layouts of holds for different difficulties/angles so 
for commercial facilities we recommend planning space for at least two Kilter Boards so you can serve as 
many of your customers as possible. There is also the option to have a custom hold layout. 
 
To start, please check out this excellent  video Paul Robinson made  about the Kilter Board 
 

 
 

Ian Dory climbing on the Kilter Board at the Longmont Climbing Collective 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vlr_7exMVEQ


SHORT HISTORY  Ben Moon is the first we know to have made a light up training board, and his Moon Board 
is world famous. Our friends at Tension Climbing have also made a light up symmetrical wood-hold training 
board. We believe that as climbing grows gyms will need to put more into their training centers, and multiple 
boards will help address your customer base’s range of abilities while also reducing wait times. Kilter Boards 
are designed to be intuitive to use and address a wide range of needs. If you are building one at your home, 
you can pick the board that best suits your difficulty needs. If possible, build an adjustable angle Kilter board 
and you’ll have a training tool that can be adjusted to suit climbers of varied abilities in one space. 
 
LIGHTS  Kilter Board holds light up in a different way from most commercially available boards. Ours are 
specially designed with a light-gray opaque top and a clear bottom. When used with the Aurora light system 
and Kilter app, the rim of each Kilter Board hold lights up when it is selected as part of a boulder problem. This 
light system makes it extremely easy to see which holds are on your boulder problem no matter if you are 
below, to the side of, or especially above them. It also creates an aesthetically pleasing row of lights up an 
otherwise neutral wall area. More examples:  Kilter Board lights on instagram!  
 

 
The lights work in normally lit rooms and look awesome in the dark as well! 
This means no more searching for feet! See Ian’s yellow foot lit up below: 

 
 

https://www.instagram.com/p/Bd_8vgrBeEU/?taken-by=kiltergrips


TECH  The lights and Kilter Board App are being designed and will be supported by Peter Michaux of Aurora 
Climbing in Canada. Peter is a lifelong climber and professional programmer. He has sourced the lights, 
programmed the controller boxes, and designed the app to be versatile and easy to use. He will continue to 
add additional functionality in the future as we build out more of our training board ideas. 
 

 
 
HOLDS  Kilter Board holds are specially designed for the Kilter Board. They are all being carved by Ian Powell, 
who is widely recognized as one of the best hold shapers in the world. There will be bolt-on holds and 
screw-on holds (screw-ons are mostly feet). Holds have a light-gray, opaque section on top and a clear bottom. 
The holds will be poured at Aragon Elastomers and exact hold sets and pricing are in development right now. 
We are planning a fixed middle-difficulty-range of holds and then some optional easier or harder hold sets that 
can be chosen based on the difficulty range of board you want. These options will be uniform enough to allow 
an International database to exist while still giving gyms some flexibility as to the difficulty of the training tool 
they are investing in. 

 
 
GRID  The Half Board has 209 t-nut holes with 2-LEDs/hole and 102 single-LED screw-on placements. The 
Short Wide has 323 t-nut holes and 153 single-LED screw-on placements. The Commercial Board has 374 
t-nut holes and 153 single-LED screw-on placements.  
 
The basic grid pattern on the main upper part of the wall matches Tension and Moon in that it is 20 cm square 
(see schematics below for more on this) but for the Half size Kilter Board there are additional screw-on 



placements and the LEDs are positioned differently (e.g. much closer to the t-nuts.) For the Short Wide and 
Commercial size there are additional rows and columns as well. 
 

 
Drilled on center: 

LED hole - 2.5 cm - T-Nut Hole - 2.5 cm - LED Hole 
LED holes are ½” bit, T-Nut holes are 7/16” bit 

 

Kilter Board Building Specifications 
SIZE  We are currently working on three sizes of Kilter Board. Any or all can be built in a home, rented space, 
or gym depending on your dimensions, but for simplicity’s sake, the “Commercial Board” we refer to here is the 
largest board, which is 12’ wide and 14’ tall + a kickboard. The “Short Wide” is 12’ wide x 12’ tall + kickboard. 
The “Half Board” is the smallest, and is the same size as other training boards on the market, at 8’ wide and 
12’ tall + a kickboard, and so more likely to fit in more people’s home or garage. Currently we have an 
adjustable Half and an adjustable Short Wide prototype built at the shop (we could not go full commercial 
height due to our ceiling). 
 
LAYOUT  The Commercial Board and Short Wide include the Half Board size grid and also have six extra 
columns on the sides (and, for the Commercial, three extra rows at the top) of the board. We have intended to 
keep the Half Board Layout inside the Short Wide Board and Commercial Layouts so problems are 
transferable, but as we continue with research and development we may modify this plan if necessary to make 
sure all the boards are the best product they can be. Most likely the Commercial layout will be the same as the 
Short Wide plus it will have more rows at the top. The 8’ standard Half Board may have a different layout 
depending on beta testing results. 
 
DIFFICULTY  The current plan is to have two hold set ups, a “hard” set that is more difficult even on lower 
angle and quite hard on steep, and an “medium” set that is going to be easier on lower angle and more 
approachable on steep.  
 
For most initial boards we will recommend the medium hold set, unless you have a fixed angle low angle wall 
(like 10-30 degrees), in which case the “hard” set would be fine for V4 and up. This is part of the reason we are 



recommending at least two adjustable Kilter boards for gyms that have the space. One can be easier and one 
can be harder.  
 
*Note that even with the “easier” holds set many strong climbers including Griffin Whiteside, Paul Robinson, 
Cesar Valencia, Dan Yagmin, Peter Juhl, Jeremy Ho, Tsukuru Hori, Nina Williams, and Kevin Cuckovich have 
set quite hard problems at steeper angles on our shop prototype. That said, we are also planning a future 
“Project Board” that is hard and really hard, pro holds. You can also customize your own layout and have it 
supported by the app so you can keep a custom database for your gym’s set up. 
 

 
3 year-old Pax trying out the medium difficulty Kilter Board at the Longmont Climbing Collective 

 
ADJUSTABILITY  If possible we recommend an adjustable board. In addition to home methods (car winches, 
chains, and other adjustability possibilities) Vertical Solutions is currently working on a flat-pack adjustable 
board setup that can be shipped to houses or gyms and set up fairly easily. The app will support choosing the 
angle you climb each problem at, so you can send the same problem at different angles. The adjustable board 



is a more versatile solution and recommended if you are able to support it in your space. Also, most wall 
builders who work in North America (Waltopia, Eldo, Deliré, Rockwerx, and others) will be able to build 
adjustable or fixed boards of the appropriate size and grid for you as they build your gym. 
 
 

 
Kilter studio’s adjustable Short Wide board. If you go adjustable, get professional help! 

 
FIXED ANGLE  The app can be used at at 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65 and 70 degrees. This means you can 
build a board at whatever angle you like or whatever angle fits in your space and still use the app. We are 
adding functionality for lower angles (10, 15, 20, 25) as well.  
 
To learn more about the hold layout and find out what size of board and angles you can fit in your space, read 
on and see the Board Schematics and Height Requirements (click links or scroll down): 
 

1. Commercial Board 
12’ wide, 14’ tall upper board, 2-3’ kickboard 
6 standard 4x8 sheets of plywood + framing 
~ 4 full sheets plus cuts of the two other sheets make up the main board 
~ remainder of top cut sheets can make up kickboard 
Commercial Board T-Nut/LED Schematic 



Commercial Board Room Height Requirements 
 
2.  Short   Wide 
The Short Wide Board is Commercial Width (12’) and Retro Height (12’) This is nice for garages and other 
limited-height spaces because you can get more climbing in sideways without having to try and 
accommodate the extra Commercial Height. Kickboard can be 9” minimum, but best is 1.5”-3’. 

12’ wide, 12’ tall, 2-3’ kickboard 
~ 4.5 sheets make up the upper board 
~ long ½ of the 5th sheet makes up the kickboard 

 
3.  Half Board 

8’ wide, 12’ tall upper board, 1-3’ kickboard 
4 standard 4x8 sheets of plywood + framing 
~  3 full sheets make up main board 
~ 1 sheet is cut for 8’ wide kickboard and you will have wood left over 

Half Board Schematic 
Half Board Room Height Requirements 

 

Board Color 

Kilter Board lights work well on all the surfaces we’ve tested so far - natural wood, light gray, and satin and 
matte black. Satin Black looks amazing. Sealing the natural wood (as with the beautiful Vertical Solutions wall 
at Longmont) also looks amazing. We have unsealed plywood at the studio which lights up well but is pretty 
scuffed with boot rubber, so it is ok for a home wall but for any commercial application we recommend sealing 
or painting it. If you want to use another color, contact us and we can test to see if it will work. 
 
We have a mailing list for Kilter Board Updates! We’re not smart enough yet to figure out how to put a link to it 
in google drive but please let us know if you’d like to be added to it. Thanks! 
 
 

  



Commercial Board 
 
The commercial board is 12 ft wide. 
 
The commercial board diagram shows a 14 ft long/tall upper wall. This is the minimum for the commercial size 
wall. If the wall is longer/taller than 14 ft that will provide more overshooting space above the top row of holds. 
People can be sloppier with their aim, overshoot the holds, and still slide down the wall to the holds. 
 
The commercial board diagram shows a 3 ft tall kickboard. This is intended to have the bottom 1 ft covered by 
padding leaving the upper 2 ft exposed. In a shorter room, the kickboard can be shorter but at least 1 ft 
exposed kickboard height is necessary and added kickboard height to match the padding thickness. (If space 
is really tight and the wall almost fits in your space, you can cut the kickboard down to 9.5 inches exposed and 
add height for padding.) 
 
The black circles are t-nut holes. The cyan circles are LED holes. There are two LEDs under each bolt-on hold. 
The single LEDs are for screw-on holds. 
 

Commercial Board Room Height Requirements 

Board Angle Room Height Requirement 
1’ exposed kickboard 

Room Height Requirement 
2’ exposed kickboard 

(recommended) 

30° 13’ 2” (401 cm) + padding thickness 14’ 2” (431 cm) + padding thickness 

35° 12’ 6” (381 cm) + padding thickness 13’ 6” (411 cm) + padding thickness 

40° 11’ 9” (358 cm) + padding thickness 12’ 9” (388 cm) + padding thickness 

45° 10’ 11” (333 cm) + padding thickness 11’ 11” (363 cm) + padding thickness 

50° 9’ 12” (305 cm) + padding thickness 10’ 12” (336 cm) + padding thickness 

55° 9’ 1” (276 cm) + padding thickness 10’ 1” (306 cm) + padding thickness 

60° 8’ 1’ (244 cm) + padding thickness 9’ 1” (275 cm) + padding thickness 

  



Commercial Board Dimensions 

 



Short Wide 

 
Ian Dory climbing on the Short Wide at the Longmont Climbing Collective 
 
The Short Wide is 12’ wide.  
 
The Short Wide is 12’ tall. For room height requirements, see the chart below in the Retro Board section. 
 
The kickboard in the photo above is 3’ tall (so 2’ is exposed above the 1’ deep padding) 
 
Note: the wood of this upper board is actually taller than 12’ but the holds go to 12’ tall. This is a medium 
difficulty layout on a Short Wide board. 
 
 
 

  



Half Board 
The Half board is 8 ft wide. 
 
The Half board diagram shows a 12 ft long/tall upper wall. This is the minimum for the half size wall if you want 
the full hold grid in place. If you simply cannot fit the height you want, you can set it without some of the upper 
rows, but it is not recommended as you will miss out on the ends of problems. If the wall is longer/taller than 12 
ft that will provide more overshooting space above the top row of holds. People can be sloppier with their aim, 
overshoot the holds, and still slide down the wall to the holds. 
 
The half board diagram shows a 2 ft tall kickboard which is the recommended exposed height. Add extra 
height to the kickboard to match your padding thickness. If space is really tight and the wall almost fits, you can 
cut the kickboard down to as little as 9.5 inches exposed and still have both rows of holds on the kickboard. If 
the wall still doesn’t fit, you can remove the bottom row of kickboard holds and cut the kickboard down to 5.5 
inches. If the wall still doesn’t fit you can remove all the kickboard holds and build the tallest empty 
kickboard/spacer you can fit to lift the overhanging wall off the ground a bit for heel and padding space. With 
these kickboard options, you can fit a 40° wall with a two-row kickboard into a 10’ tall room, a 45° wall with a 
one-row kickboard into a 9’ tall room, and a 50° wall with a blank kickboard/spacer into an 8’ tall room. Get one 
in your garage, basement, or living room!  
 
The black circles are t-nut holes. The cyan circles are LED holes. There are two LEDs under each bolt on hold. 
The single LEDs are for screw-on holds. 

Half & Short Wide Board Room Height Requirements 

Board Angle Room Height Requirement 
1’ exposed kickboard 

Room Height Requirement 
2’ exposed kickboard 

(recommended) 

30° 11’ 5” (348 cm) + padding thickness 12’ 5” (378 cm) + padding thickness 

35° 10’ 10” (331 cm) + padding thickness 11’ 10” (361 cm) + padding thickness 

40° 10’ 3” (311 cm) + padding thickness 11’ 3” (342 cm) + padding thickness 

45° 9’ 6” (290 cm) + padding thickness 10’ 6” (320 cm) + padding thickness 

50° 8’ 9” (266 cm) + padding thickness 9’ 9” (297 cm) + padding thickness 

55° 7’ 11” (241 cm) + padding thickness 8’ 11” (271 cm) + padding thickness 

60° 7’ 1’ (214 cm) + padding thickness 8’ 1” (244 cm) + padding thickness 

 
 
  



Half Board Dimensions 

 


